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How Do Miracles Heal?
Hi, I'm Christos, A Miracle Worker, who has seen hundreds, if not a 1000+ miracles over the last 4 years. What
I'm sharing now is based upon the commitment of thousands of session hours involved in pioneering,
exploration, teaching, testing, and doing guided sessions with dozens of clients. So this is based on all the
outcomes with direct personal experience. Has my experience as a witness been 100%? Amazingly, Yes! So I
been led to share with you more intimately of what I have learned.
For most folks Miracles are seen as an event that heals "just because" or that for some reason God finally
answered a prayer. Some feel miracles seem to just happen or with enough faith and belief, it will come. So the
belief tends to be. . . "Some people get them and some people don't". . . as if it is something you get if you are
lucky. And if you're not lucky, you continue to suffer and at worst die.
So we pray like hell when the suffering is great in hopes of experiencing the "worthiness" of "receiving" a
miracle! I have always believed for some reason, this conclusion sucks and certainly is not fair. It's as if
miracles are like the lottery where some win and some don't, which is insane.
The real truth I have discovered from years of questioning guidance, healing sessions, and pioneering, is that
miracles are as natural as pedals are to a flower. In this context, I have discovered Miracles are simply an event
in life that most totally misunderstand.
How Miracles Work
Miracles work by shifting what is out of alignment, into alignment. This 'what' that is out of alignment consists
of energies or frequencies akin to the perfect alignment your car stereo makes with the frequencies of the radio
waves coming from the station's antenna. When it is in perfect alignment you have perfect sound and when it is
not, you have static; moreover, it is these 'static' signals in the body that create what we call suffering and
dysfunction, all of which are simple misalignment's of frequencies.
Within all of this, the most important thing to realize is that unlike a single radio frequency, our bodily
experience depends on not one, but seven radio receivers working in perfect harmony with one another. This
harmony is kind of like seven different instrument 'sounds' making up a 'perfect song' or seven different notes
making up a perfect tune or a perfect cord on a piano.
In simplest terms, the need for miracles results from being "out of tune" with what I call our Quintessence
Design Frequencies (QDF). These QDF are the Life Force energies maintaining the harmonies in ALL of
Creation. The "design" is Perfect and always will be; like the fingerprints of God...they never change from
being His touch of Love in support of every breath and beat of our hearts. Thus, the only way to change this
Perfection is the insistence on "tuning things" our way, like a child wanting to play with the tuning knob on our
car radio.
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This mistaken detuning is the cause to the effect of the dysfunctional (static) and illusional separation we
perceive our reality to be due to the blocks it creates. As a result, our Heavenly experience of Perfection is
distorted because of our insisting on defining it as something less than what it was created to be. No matter how
small, defining something as less than what it is creates blocks or static in the Life Force matrix of our
experience. A Miracle simply corrects this misperception and brings back into place the QDF that which is
always here.
FACT, NOT FICTION... You Can Prove It To Yourself
Ultimately, the key to understanding how exactly miracles work is by "experiencing them," for they operate
beyond our limited mindset or ability to perceive. When we experience our QDF... or feel the correction, be the
instant release of a headache or back pain, the healing of hemorrhoids, or any pain and dysfunction for that
matter, the theory becomes reality. Once we feel it in that moment and not an instant before, the evidence of
what was just explained becomes the new understanding. All that is needed is the willingness and courage to
change your perceptions (have it realigned to the QFD); as you do, it changes how you see the world. This shift
is the miracle, and it is this shift in perception that heals.
This 'change of perception' to many is often frightening because "change" always implies to our limited mindset
a 'loss of control' or instability; but the true experience is or outcome with these shifts in perception, is always
empowerment, empowering you beyond your wildest imaginings. This has been my personal experience and the
experience observed in others. How does this happen? Because miracles bring clarity of the truth and the reality
of who you are underneath the ego self.
It does require a willingness to change. Change how? From your way of thinking to God's way of Being. It is a
change where you experience the peace and carefree feelings of your childhood innocence while being in the
body of a mature adult. The contrast experienced by each miracle is great in most all cases... as follows are but a
few examples:
Man's Way of Thinking: Sickness - Cause by limited bodies shifts to God's Way of Being: Sickness is not real, just a
mistaken perception needing miracle correction.
Man's Way of Thinking: Pain and Suffering is real shifts to God's Way of Being: Perfect In His Image and Likeness.
Our QDF is Perfect Love made manifest and the experience of it is simply held in the willingness to allow the miracle
mindedness of God to be what it always is.
Man's Way of Thinking: Fear is real shifts to experiencing God's Way of Being: Love casts out all fear... for Perfect
Love is ALL encompassing.
Man's Way of Thinking: Man can't talk to God directly shifts to God's Way of Being: God talks with us and will prove
it to us and should fear him, we need only be willing to listen or be shown how.
Man's Way of Thinking: Oneness is a concept to be believed shifts to God's Way of Being: Oneness is felt once we
release the blocks to our awareness of Love's presences.
Man's Way of Thinking: Experiencing God is Impossible while on the earth. We have to die first to receive
understanding God's Way of Being: Dying or death has simply been man's belief usurping God's Truth for us, who
created us immortal.

How much willingness does it take?
The simple willingness to be curious and ask, "what am I doing to block my experience of God's Way of Being
or His point of view?" He does the rest. He wants to do the rest because He Loves us... all we need to do is step
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into the willingness... simple. What I have found most effective in doing this is the process called Perfection
Healing.
Physical, Mental or Emotional Needs?
In short, Perfection Healing is a Lab Class work for A Course In Miracles, where you practice what you have
learned in theory from the text book. It is a process of literally asking and receiving inner guidance from the
Holy Spirit, Christ, Your Celestial Guides, or God (they are all One in the same), as to what exactly is blocking
you from receiving a miracle or correction to any dysfunction. Go here if you have physical, mental or
emotional needs and would like miracles in these areas.
Miracle Needed for Super-Success?
If you are not suffering from anything physical... perhaps you would like to experience the greater good God is
holding out for your happiness... and you're willing to ask Him to remove any blocks that are slowing up your
super-success in life. If this is the case, go here and explore the link to the Radical Fulfillment of the Law of
Attraction through the use of Perfection Healing.
In closing, it's hoped this has been helpful and inspiring. The best thing I know to leave you with is that we all
have a Dream Team of talented guidance with us... and all of them are most excited to gift you with the
Miracles from God. Miracles are our birthright, and the only thing that has brought them into my everyday
awareness is my willingness to seek the more of what God wants me to have.
Today, I am fully confident that God loves me and He loves you too! I know it because I have seen Him in
action so many times. He gave us the Perfection Healing process and now all we need to do is be willing to use
it. Miracles change everything and all for the Perfect Good! They make real all of our brother Jesus's teachings
in perfect clarity and will prove to all of us that miracles are indeed the most amazingly uncommon
commonplace grounded within the quantum Love of God.
May The Miracle of Love Bless You Now!
Christos
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